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ABSTRACT
ANDREW PAUL: The River Thief- A Colleetion of Short Fiction
(Under the direction of Jack Pendarvis)

With this collection of short stories, 1 attempt to ereate linked pieces with a heavy
emphasis on Southern Jewish identity and Eastern European folktale influences. It is in
my opinion that the cuiTent Refomi Judaism movement, while modem and accessible.
seeks to imitate popular. Western religious trends with no emphasis on uniqueness or
authenticity. I looked towards Southern writers with distinct tones and storytelling
abilities such as Lewis Nordan, Mark Richard, and Ban*y Hannah for inspiration. In
addition, 1 incoiporated iconic Jewish archetyties into some of these stories such as the
Wandering Jew and the Golem ot Prague. Although Southern Jewish identity was one of
my primary motivators, 1 still kept a wider audience in mind. First and toremost, this
collection is meant to entertain, not as a means to convey political and religious ideology.
If these stories cannot speak for themselves, then any underlying messages I wish to
express are unearned.
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Introduction

Kike” is an endangered word. It’s on its way out. Hardly anyone from my
hometown of Clinton, Mississippi, even knows what the word means anymore. I suspect
that within a generation or two it will be an outdated and inelevant temi. ^‘Kike” is
disappearing from the English language, and that womes me.
My father converted to Judaism when 1 was in the fifth grade. Since my mother
was raised in the faith, we were now officially a fully Jewish family. All this meant to
ten-year-old me was that the grandeur and excitement of Christmas was suddenly
replaced by the mundane, repetitive substitute of Hanukkah. My father, as converts to any
new religion usually are, was adamant about not observing previous traditions. I cried
repeatedly, begging him to let us simply have a Christmas tree. He tried to compromise
by giving my family a ‘^Hanukkah bush,” something he thought was an amusing
conciliation which would make everyone happy. We threw it out two nights later after
our cats pissed on it.
I struggled to find my religious identity at an early age but soon found myself,
like my father, gravitating towards Judaism. 1 was attracted to the importance it placed on
its stories. Moses and Abraham fascinated me, and 1 remember not being able to sleep
I

after reading the folktale of the Golem for the first time. By this point, my father had
amassed a near-rabbinic knowledge of Jewish theology, and 1 think he was ecstatic to

(I

have something such as faith to share with his son.

Wliile 1 bonded with my father through Judaism, his father tried to do the same
with him. David Paul was a brilliant and distant man, and by the time I was old enough to
hold any sort of real conversation with him, his Parkinson’s had advanced to the point
where his speech was often too impaired to allow talking. Truly, I never had any qualms
with him. He was a childhood curiosity

someone 1 hoped approved of me and thought I

was up to his standards. In that regard, he never gave the impression that I was a
disappointment, but that was about as far as it went.
I cannot begin to fathom the complexity of my father’s relationship with David.
He was so distant and unapproachable coming to him as a grandson, 1 have no idea what
it must have been like to be his son. Even through the unimaginable comple.xities of
Parkinson’s Disease and David’s treatment of his son, my father never abandoned him.
He became his own father’s caretaker, wheeling him around and feeding him as if he
were his own infant son.
While David’s body deteriorated, his mind did not. In his final years he began to
teach himself Gei-man and requested the latest psychiatric handbooks to keep up to date
on his former profession. The role of religion increased near the end of my grandfather’s
life. He took to Judaism much as my father did, and 1 do today. He began meeting with a
rabbi and was hoping to complete his formal conversion before his death. David never
finished his lessons, but he believed in Judaism, and 1 hope needed no external
confimaation to know this. He died right as I began high school, my father eulogizing him
to a small group of mourners in Jackson’s only synagogue.
I think I was one of the first Jews anyone ever met in my school district. I rarely
encountered open hostility, and instead dealt with a sort of wary curiosity. One of my

most distinct memories from childhood was when 1 explained to a classmate that I was
iiii

Jewish. He raised an eyebrow and cocked his head to the side like a confused puppy — he

I

I

i

i

never heard of Judaism before. I was an anomaly, a sideshow act, part of a freak show
that wouldn’t leave town.
Being Jewish was a blemish. It was unsightly and embarrassing, yet able to be
overlooked. But as something that was embarrassing, it could be used against me. 1 was
teased for it when someone wanted to deliver a cheap blow. If I started being a smartass
to a kid, their first comeback would undoubtedly be something about my faith. Acne, bad
breath, shabby clothes, and Judaism. They could all be lumped together as things a
teenager didn’t want to have.
Fewer and fewer people know what “kike” means anymore, but they believe they
know what “Jew” entails. It is a detail you don’t want brought up, an aspect of yourself
you wish to remain hidden. The objective adjective tor a follower of the covenant and
laws of the Hebrew Bible, of the Abrahamic God, has become the new derogatory teim.
One need only use “Jew” to spite my late grandfather, my father, and me. More troubling
is that no one appears to be trying to stop this shift in definitions.
My father and grandfather may have grown up in the northeast, and I may have
been bom in Maryland, but I lay claim to the South. The stories in this collection are an
attempt to process both the distance that can exist in a single family, as well as the
distance between Southern Jews and the rest of the society in which they live.
Consequently, 1 don’t, and will likely never, feel completely assimilated in Mississippi.
As such, the following stories deal with societal and personal isolation stemming from
both family and faith.

4
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“Say little and do much” is a common refi-ain in Jewish thought. I’ve said much

more than I initially set out to say, but I hope it will do some good in the end.

To my grandfather, beneath the ground.

I

i

I
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I
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Then Gideon said to God, '‘Do not be angiy ^vith me;
let me speakjust once more.”
Judges 6:39

This is what the ghost ofsomeone's dad says.

Yoni Wolf

Oh, they ain’t makin ’ Jews like Jesus anymore.
Kinky Friedman

7

Wandering

Did you hear the one about the kike who wandered the world for eternity?

So there was this Jew, right? And he lived back when Jesus was around. A real asshole.
That’s how my gi'anddaddy described him when I was a kid. This Jew, he was one of
those kikes who hated Christ from the start. Hated him with a passion. He never trusted
the guy, and would have sold him out to the Romans if Judas didn’t do it first. The Jew
can be seen at the front of the crowds in all those portraits of Jesus suffering, laughing
away at Christ like it’s the funniest damn thing he’s ever seen. The story is that when
Jesus passed the Jew on his way up to the Mount, bleeding from all his wounds and
suffering so badly, the Jew slaps Jesus on the back and says,“Get a move on. Savior! We
haven’t got all day!” Then he just laughs with everyone around him until his sides hurt.
Well, Jesus stands there patiently in fi'ont of the whole group, waiting for them to finish
cackling and carrying on. Soon, the Jew notices Christ is still in front of him, blood
streaming down his face from his crown of thorns, holding on to that heavy cross of his.
“Didn’t you hear me. Savior?” the Jew asks. “C’mon! We’ve got other things to do!”
Jesus still remains standing there, calm and patient. Finally, Jesus says to the Jew, “Since
you are in such a rush, 1 will give you all the time in the world.” There’s one oi'those
awkward, silent pauses in the crowd, and then everyone busts out laughing again. But
Jesus doesn’t do anything. He turns the other cheek, of course, then makes his way up to
get crucified. The Jew doesn’t think anything of it all. For years he just carries on about

1

s

tils life. But then he starts noticing little weird things, like the fact that he never gets sick.
The Jew notices he doesn’t age like everyone else around him. Still, he doesn’t pay it
much attention. Maybe he simply had a better constitution than everyone else. Only, then
his wife dies. And his brother and sister. He outlives his children, his friends, everyone he
loves. The Jew is alone, and it dawns on him what happened. He remembers what Jesus
told him that day at the Mount.

So the kike starts wandering. And he keeps wandering. He travels all through the Middle
East and eventually up into Europe. My gi'anddaddy would tell me all these stories about
the Wandering Jew’s time in Europe. That’s where most of the legends come from, he
said. Some stories have him repent and live a pious life, waiting until Judgment Day.
Others keep him bitter and alone. 1 always liked the stories where he refuses to accept a
Savior who would curse someone like that. When you think about it, really, what kind of
Savior would? Not one Td really want to bow down and pray to every Sunday. Dear Lord
and Savior, please don’t get mad and make me outlast everyone and everything 1 love
because of a so-so joke I once said. 1 could see where a kike like that was coming from.

9

Powder Bums

When Truman was six, he choked on a lightning bug while camping on his
gi'
^hdfather’s fann. His grandfather and father were witnesses. And while Parkinson’s

si
^Wed Daniel Arthur to a near standstill during the last years of his life, Michael,

T
^^iTian’s father, would tell the story innumerable times over the years in close company.
The girl down the street from Truman’s house drowned in the Thief River the day
^^fore the camping trip. Truman’s mother, Charlotte, had her ann around the grieving
''bother’s shoulders as she sobbed into Charlotte’s neck. Truman’s mother gave him a
^bok as he peeked around the hallway door. It wasn’t an angry gaze; and there was no
'bitial, discernible desire she seemed to try to convey. Her eyes were blank but she kept
them locked with Tmman’s. As long as she looked at him, Tmman knew he couldn’t
teave. She knew,too. She wanted him to see what that sort of sadness looked like. How
bauch a parent could, in fact, love a child.
Your gi'andpa’s and father’s relationship is, she paused as she tucked him into
bed later that night,“complex. Harsh. I don’t know if those are the right words.
He doesn’t talk much,” Truman said.
Well, Parkinson’s makes it hard to say things sometimes.
Dad says he never talked much, even before he was sick.
*>

He’s right. Your grandfather never much talked to me, that’s for sure.
Truman rubbed a section of his quilt’s fabric in between his thumb and forefinger.
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Maybe Grandpa will talk more when we’re camping. He might want to talk
about the things we see outside,” Truman said.
Maybe,” she said.
Like the birds and the bats and the lightning bugs.
Maybe,” she repeated.
Charlotte stroked Truman’s hair, then walked across the room to turn on his
nightlight.
kk

Remember to thank him tomorrow when you get there,” she said. “And tell him 1
said thank you, too. Your father probably won’t remember.
kk

Why are we going camping?” Truman asked.

kk

Rebecca’s mother is going to stay here for a night while 1 take care of her.

answered his mother. “She’s been through so much and she shouldn’t be alone.
Truman fought to keep his eyes open as he turned on his side.
kk

Where’s Rebecca’s dad?” he asked.

kk

^-1

He isn’t allowed around their house anymore. He hasn’t been for a long time.

kk

Oh,” Truman said.

kk

But you three guys will have a lot of fun out there. I’m sure,” Truman’s mother

smiled sadly. “Do you want to talk about Rebecca?” she asked.
kk

1 don’t think so,” Truman said. “It’s weird.

kk

That’s okay. Most people don’t know what to say when they experience a death

for the first time.
kk

1 remember when Grandma died,” Truman said, yawning.

Do you? That was so long ago, you were very young then,” Charlotte said as slie
stood next to his bed.
“Yeah, but I remember it. Did you get along with her when she was your mom?”
“She is always going to be my mom,” she said.
“Okay, but did you get along with her?” Truman asked again.
Truman’s mother turned off the lamp on her son’s nightstand. The sudden
darkness swathed everything as his eyes adjusted and pupils dilated. He couldn’t see his
mother’s face.
We were fine,” she said.

The seventy acres of brush field advertised as fannland and bought by Daniel in
the summer of 1994 came with a stagnant pond in the middle of a grove of trees. The
fields of coarse, unkempt grass were only mowed on those occasions when Daniel’s
tremors became manageable. Sometimes, he was able to nan the John Deere around the
yard, kicking up clouds of pollen, grass shavings, and the residuals of unlucky insects.
Many bugs fled the fields and made for the pines, which proved equally fatal. Sap oozed
from deep within the trees and congealed around the insects, trapping them in amber
resin to be picked at by sparrows and finches when the ground became too dry to hunt for
wonns.
The clouds of grass shavings and the minute dead settled onto the fields as
Truman, Michael, and Daniel sat around the fire pit. Tinman stared at the finicky
shadows cast onto the tent by his grandfather’s trembling hands while lightning bugs
conversed in illuminations above the pond water.

12

What’s Mom doing tonight?” Truman’s father asked, stining a pot above the
with a wooden spoon.
Some of her shows are on,” Daniel said slowly. Don’t let it bum.
How’re her hands doing?
There was a long pause as Daniel struggled to gain control of his tongue’s
^^vements.
She hasn’t played in a long time. She bought that piano you took us to look at
^^st week in case it gets better.
Gets better?” Michael said. Truman noticed that he tapped the spoon on the pot’s
^^ge harder than necessary as he set it off to one side.
It’s rheumatoid arthritis. Dad. It doesn’t get better.
Daniel was silent. After Michael detennined he wasn’t trying to respond, he
sighed and looked at his son.
Truman, why don’t you go grab some branches off by the side of the house and
bring it over here? This fire is dying down.
Sure,” he said, taking his eyes off the flames.

Truman could hear his father before he saw him.
You can’t keep going through this money. Dad. You have to put some of it
away. These problems aren’t temporary.
Truman tried to discern his grandfather’s muffled words. It sounded as though he
were speaking through wads of cotton.
i
i.
!}
I?

>
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I dunno. Dad. 1 really don’t. We might need to sell the RV. 1 know you just
Ijought it last summer, but you have to set aside some money.”
Truman turned the comer next to the msted tin shed and saw the two men sitting
\Y\ canvas folding chairs next to the fire.
Is this enough?” Truman asked from afar.
Sure. Thanks, Sport,” Michael said without looking away from his father. Daniel
gazed at the flames.
Truman jogged a bit faster. He dumped the rotten branches outside the circle of
stones which suiTOunded the bonfire and sat in the extra folding chair between his father
and grandfather.
"‘Dinner is about ready,” Truman’s father said.
“What are we making?” asked Truman.
“I thought we’d just roast some hotdogs and baked beans for right now. In the
morning I’ll make a big breakfast tor us.
“Okay,” said Truman.
They sat in silence. Fireflies twirled above the algae-covered pond water. Truman
looked up at the blinking lights of a low-flying plane. It hummed mechanically as it
passed overhead. He lowered his gaze to the pond and noticed the fireflies had gone dark
from the engine roar. One by one the flashing lights resumed above the water as the
plane’s drone died away.
“Did 1 ever tell you about the time 1 almost burned down an entire forest ?”
Truman’s father asked.
“No,” said Truman, returning his attention to the men next to him.

14

Well, I was a little older than you, I think. Probably about twelve or thirteen.

^ack then, I had just started going out camping on my own every once and awhile.”

Truman’s father took the pot of food off the flames. 1 had set up my campsite, but 1
didn’t enclose the fire pit like I should. It was an extremely dry summer. Remember,

Dad?
ww

Mm-hmm.
I started the campfire and then went off to check out a nearby stream. Obvious

first mistake. Sport. Never leave a fire unattended.
What happened when you got back?” asked Truman.
When I got back? Well, my tent and everything around it had caught fire. There
was nothing I could do, either. I didn’t have any water or the like with me to extinguish
the fire. I tried to stamp some of it out, but it didn’t work. Do you know how fast a fire
can spread?
Truman was silent.
Extremely fast,” Daniel said, his right hand shaking convulsively. “You’d be
suq^rised.
bb

He’s right,” Truman’s father added.

bb

So what did you do?” Truman asked,

bb

I hauled ass out of there. A few acres of forest burned down. Luckily, somehow,

a stonn moved in shortly after the fire started and contained it. One of the dumbest things
I’ve ever done.
bb

Mm-hmm,” Daniel interjected. “You were,” he cleared his throat, “you were

very lucky.
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Dinner’s ready, I think,” Michael said.
Truman’s father doled out the food on plastic Wal-Mart outdoor plates. He passed
one to his father, then one to his son. Truman ate his hotdogs in silence.
These taste different,” he said after awhile.
They’re a new brand. Son*y, I should have warned you. They’re kosher,”
Michael smiled.
4^

Oh. Okay,” Truman said. He remembered this was the first year they wouldn’t

be celebrating Christmas.''How are your lessons going*:
44

Really well, I think.” Michael said, blowing on his spoonfiil of baked beans.
44

Rabbi Koehler thinks we’re rounding the bend. Shouldn’t be too much longer until I’m
finished.
44

Your mother wanted to talk to you,” Daniel worked to control his mouth,"about
that.
44

Yeah. She mentioned it recently,” Truman’s father said.

44

It’s a lot of work,” Daniel said.

44

It is. But I’ve been enjoying it so far,” Michael said.

Truman noticed his grandfather hadn’t eaten any of his food yet. His right hand
continued to shake at his side.
44

You need some help with that. Dad?” Michael asked.

Daniel inhaled slowly as he adjusted his jaw.
44

Mm-hmm,” he said.

Truman watched from across the bonfire as his father bent down next to Daniel’s
chair. Michael helped Daniel guide the spoonfuls of food from plate to mouth. Truman

16

was embarrassed at first, but soon realized that both his father and grandfather u'ere not
concerned with anything beyond the dinner in front of them. He set his plate down next
to his chair and walked towards the small pond near the campsite.
Ti*uman was grateful it was not mosquito season yet. In a couple months, it would
be nearly impossible to go out anywhere close to the pond. Sometimes, when it was \'ery
quiet in the summer, Truman could hear the hum of hundreds of tiny wings above the
water. Truman crouched near the bank and tossed a couple twigs and pebbles into the
pond. The smell of wamn algae and mud rose from beneath his feet. He hated the smell it reminded him of something dead and half-buried. It wouldn’t leave his nose, either.
Truman knew it would be well after he went home the next day that he would stop

i
smelling the lingering, rotten water. He watched the lightning bugs vanish and reappear
above him like carnival lights.
Truman?” his father called out.
Tm by the pond,” he answered, turning towards the campsite.
Your grandfather wanted to do some target shooting,” Michael said as Truman
sat near the tire. “I think you are probably old enough by now. Would you like to try it
out?
He looked from his father to his grandfather’s hands. The tremors were calmer,
but still visible,
‘i’ll come with you two, of course,” Michael said, seeing where his son’s eyes
wandered.
Sure,” Tnjinan said.

-
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“Why don’t you stay here with your grandpa while I grab the pistols from the
shed? Then we’ll all head out back, near the stables.
“Okay,” Tmman managed. He couldn’t remember ever being left alone with this
grandfather.
Michael walked through the trees to the shack, leaving Truman and Daniel by the
fire. Truman looked at his grandfather, staring at the flames. There was something about
his mouth that always puzzled him. His grandfather had his disease as long as Truman
could remember, and his face was one of the most recognizably burdened aspects of his
body. Unmistakably gaunt and drawn, yet somehow his jaw always seemed tight.
Clenched, almost. As if he was trying to comprehend something particularly obtuse or
thorny.
Daniel turned his gaze to Truman, whose face grew red as he looked down at the
empty plates at his feet.
How’s school?” Daniel asked.
“It’s alright, 1 guess,” Truman said, picking up a nearby twig and tossing it into
the flames. “1 got all A’s again last six weeks.
Mm-hmm,” Daniel said.
Although my teacher is kind of evil, I think.

II

Truman noticed his grandfather’s jaw slightly loosen as he slowly smiled. He
didn’t know whether he was nodding in agreement or disease.
I!

You’ll get those,” Daniel mumbled.“Always a few damn mean ones along the

I

i.

way.

a

i<s
Yeah,” Truman said. “This

one is really bad, though. I mean, really baa

Sometimes 1 think she’s going to break the paddle she uses on someone’s butt
Daniel laughed quietly then coughed a couple times. Truman turned f
around at the
sound of his father’s returning footsteps.
Ready to go?” Michael asked them.
Mm-hmm,” Daniel said, steadying himself as he sat up from the chair.
*

The three made their way to the stables which housed no horses. In front of them t
at the
tar end of the field lay three targets pinned to haystacks dimly lit by a yellow,
incandescent lamp which sat atop a telephone pole. Even from their distance Truman
could make out moths as big as his palms weaving around the light. An owl Happing over
their heads called out mournfully on its way to the tree line.
We’re going to go over a few ground rules. Sport,” Michael said, staring down at
Truman. Do not ever, under any circumstance, walk in front ot these tlreamis when
they’re in use. You got it?
Yes,” Truman promised.
Do not handle any of these unless we are helping you,” Tnjinan's father slowed
his words down more than usual, enunciating each syllable. “Understood?”
Yes,” Truman said.
Whatever we tell you to do, you do.
Yes.
Alright. Let me show you step by step how these operate,” Truman’s father
reached in the bag and withdrew a small, silver pistol.

:
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Truman looked

on as his father explained the nuances of the guns, occasionally

glancing up at Daniel’
s contorted yet towering frame. He could hear the thuds ot moths
against the lamps. The cicadas crackling from inside the pines. A burst of thunder
diagged him back into the moment. Truman looked up at his grandfather as he shot a
second time towards the haystacks.
Why don’t you watch for a bit and then I’ll help you try it out? Truman’s father

said.
Truman stood a step behind the two men as they fired down the range. He turned
back to look at the pond, but couldn’t see any glow from the lightning bugs. After a time.
his father nudged him on the shoulder, handing him the pistol.
“Want to try firing it with me?” he asked.
“Yeah,” Truman said, feeling a tinge of excitement.
“Don’t get careless,” Daniel munnured.
Tmman and his father shot until the clip emptied. He noticed Michael wince
slightly at every blast. It made him feel better about doing the same. Michael showed
Truman how to reload the clip, and they fired again.
“Why don’t you use,” Daniel paused, “that revolver I just bought?
“Wanna try?” Michael asked.
Truman nodded. His father withdrew the Colt from the duffel bag and checked the
cylinder. Michael helped Truman grasp the handle alongside him.
“This one kicks a bit more than the other, so watch it. his father warned.

!
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T\\q gun hovered a few inches away from Truman’s right cheek. He could see the
I

^e\ o\it of the corner of his eye. He felt the pressure of his father’s index finger on his

;t\, squeezing down on the trigger. The shot hurst from the banel, and the heat hit him.
Truman felt needles on the right side of his face. Thousands on his check, nose.
neck. Without thinking, he palmed his face and bolted back towards the house,

;ruman screamed at full volume, sprinting past the campsite and pond. Fibrous Spanish

ctioss draping from low hanging branches brushed the top of his head and clung to his

hair.
“Truman,” his father yelled.
He kept running. Through the spaces in between his fingers, Truman saw
nebulous, flashing lights ahead of him. The fireflies had relocated away from the pond,
away from the gunshots. As Truman inhaled, out of breath from shouting, he began to
choke. In the cloud of firethes, he doubled over coughing.
It was quiet. No guns, no cicadas, no planes overhead. Only Truman, gasping for
ir. He heard the fast pounding of feet behind him.
“Truman,” his father yelled again.
Michael caught up with his son, spinning Truman around by the shoulders to face
him. Truman’s face was blackened by the powder, but there was no wound.
“Thank God,” Truman’s father said, sighing,“fm so son*y. I’m such a fucking
idiot.'
Truman continued to sputter and clutched at his throat.
“What’s the matter'?” his father said, bending down again.

Truman opened his mouth, trying to speak.
^ ihshing %/jf emanated from inside
Ills (hroat. The glow iliuniinated his tongue and the baek
s of his iccih.
“Whal the hell,” MlchaeTs voice tiailcd off.
1 le sniaeked rrunian on the baek twiee. Mis son reeled forward, coughing up tlie
lightning bug. fhe two stared at the insect as it ilew away in drunken ares. It lliekered in
and out of.sight until it heeanie indiscernible Irom the group above the pond. Truman
wiped his watering eyes and coughed a lew more times.
“Let’s keep this one between you and me, alright?” Michael said, smiling. “1
don’t think your mother would be too keen on us coming back out here if she knew about
what just happened.”
“Okay,” Truman said. “I’m sorry. Dad,” he added.
“What'.’” Truman’s father said. “Sport, there’s nothing to apologize for tonight.”
The thunder of multiple gunshots startled the two crouched next to each other.
I'ruman turned toward the firing range to see his grandfather - hunched forward, arm
shaking, lire round after round into the targets.

slS;

Barrow and Clay

Mr. No Shoulders didn’t have any shoulders. He was so thin. Mr. No Shoulders
was so, so, so very thin. He wore an olive felt pork pie hat and a little turquoise holo
string tie and walked around with an umbrella for a cane. The umbrella didn’t have any
of its covering. It was a wooden stem with metal ribs. Sometimes, Mr. No Shoulders
would open and twirl it like a helicopter propeller for the children who followed him
around. He’d make a little piitt-putt-putt sound with his lips like he was taking off or
landing. They weren’t as scared of him when he did that.
“You’re gonna get struck by a lightning bolt, twirling that thing like you always
do.”

The Attendant said that every day to Mr. No Shoulders. He’d be chewing on a
toothpick while pumping gas for an old lady’s Cadillac.
“My daddy, he held an umbrella open just like you do, only during a
thunderstorm. Struck dead. Hand melded to the handle.”
“That never happened,” the Attendant’s daddy said, seated behind the register
inside the station. “I’ve never even seen a lightning bolt in my life.”
And it was true, he hadn’t.
Mr. No Shoulders smiled and nodded and continued to twirl the skeleton
umbrella. The children sitting in the shade close by looked briefly at the glint of spinning
metal. One boy suggested they go dive ott the chain swing near the banks of the Thief
River. They got up to leave Mr. No Shoulders as he stood twirling in the road. Still
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twirling.
“Don’t forget to bri

ng something to give to the Thief,” the Attendant’s daddy

said. You gotta give the Thief a gift if you don’t want it to take nothing.”
We remember. one of the kids said. And it was true, they always remembered.
“That 11 be fifteen dollars flat,” the Attendant announced.
“But the machine says ten dollars and thirty-seven cents,” the old lady said.
“Give the boy what the machine says,” replied the Attendant’s daddy.
The Attendant took the money without a word and smiled at the old lady. She
cranked the engine and turned onto the road, around Mr. No Shoulders, still twirling his
timbrella.
“Looks like rain,” said the Attendant.
You really think so?” said the Wandering Jew as he walked up next to him.
Where’d you come from?” asked the Attendant.
On down the road,” answered the Wandering Jew.
I knew that,” said the Attendant.
How’s business these days?” asked the Wandering Jew.
Booming, now that you mention it. Daddy would be proud to see it run like this,
if he were still around today. You know he drowned in the Thief River?”
Who are you yammering with over there?” asked the Attendant s daddy.
Wandering, is that you?
4b

It is,” answered the Wandering Jew.
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“Come over here and let me get a eloser look. It’s been awhile.” The Attendant’s

9

daddy stood up from his scat at the register. “Son, why don’t you go check on the gas
Ml'

I

tanks?”

ii

The Wandering Jew made his way over to the office. The Attendant stood looking

‘4

at Mr. No Shoulders in the road. Still twirling, always twirling.
li

“How you been?” the Attendant’s daddy asked.
“Fine, the Wandering Jew stroked his beard. “Just got back into town.
His beard was so long, it reached down to right above his belly button. Not that

J)

anyone ever saw his belly button. The Wandering Jew never went swimming in the Thief,
and always wore his wool robes, even in the summertime. Only Mr. No Shoulders knew

^■1
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how he never sweated.
“Where’ve you been?

asked the Attendant’s daddy.

Prague,” said the Wandering Jew.
“Prague? Doing what?
Getting my old friend. Rabbi Loew, to teach me about Golems.
About what?

\

Golems,” the Wandering Jew repeated.
I

The Attendant walked into the main office. He nodded to the Wandering Jew, and
flipped the sign in the front window from “Open” to “Closed.
4w

I guess Daddy wouldn’t mind if I took a half-day today, God rest his soul. Looks
like it’s gonna stonn hard anyway. Not good for business
I never took a halfday in all my life,” said his daddy. “Not one single half-day.”
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“Well, I’ll be seeing you around. Wandering,” the Attendant said. “You can lock
up after me, ean’t you?”
"I ean. answered the Wandering Jew.
The Attendant stepped out the office, shielding his eyes against the sunlight, and
walked towards Mr. No Shoulders. The Attendant’s daddy and the Wandering Jew
watched as the Attendant said something unintelligible to the thin man with the skeleton
umbrella in the street. Mr. No Shoulders grinned and nodded as the two parted ways - the
Attendant walking down the street, Mr. No Shoulders coming towards the office. The
Wandering Jew sighed.
“I’ll need some help with this Golem,” he said.
“This what?” asked the Attendant’s daddy.
“Golem. You’ll see.
Mr. No Shoulders entered the office and closed the bare umbrella. He rested what
little weight he possessed on its handle, its tip not even scuffing the linoleum floor. Mr.
No Shoulders was so, so, so thin.
“Mr. No Shoulders, what do you know about the dirt around here.^
Mr. No Shoulders twirled his cane umbrella on its point.
“I know there isn’t any. It’s all clay. Yazoo clay,” he took oft his olive felt pork
pie hat and smoothed his oily hair. “It’s good for nothing.”
“And what do you know about Golems?” asked the Wandering Jew.
“Only what you told me that one night awhile back. So I’d say 1 know enough
alright. But Yazoo clay?” Mr. No Shoulders beamed.
“Whafs a Golem?” inten'upted the Attendant’s daddy.

~ ~
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“You’ll see,” said Mr. No Shoulders.
And it was true, he would.

“What do you need a Golem for?’’ said Mr. No Shoulders as he trudged through the street
lights’ dull glow and green summer fog. The creaking wheelbaiTow he pushed was piled
to his chest with wet, red Yazoo clay, giving the path in fi'ont of him a damp and earthen
scent. Mis bare umbrella rested on the top of the mound.
“Do you need any help can ying all of that?’’ the Attendant’s daddy asked.
Mr. No Shoulders grinned and shook his head no. The baiTow and clay easily
weighed two of him, maybe more. But it didn’t bother Mr. No Shoulders, even though he
was so very thin. The baiTOw shook and clattered along the brick streets.
“Wandering, what do you need a Golem for?” asked the Attendant’s daddy.
The Wandering Jew didn’t answer. His anns were full of tattered yellow scrolls
wrapped in silk ribbons and twine. In them there were words that only he could read,
diagrams only he could intei*pret. He concentrated on recalling what the esteemed Rabbi
Loew of Prague taught him.
“1 still don’t even know what a damn Golem is,” muttered the Attendant’s daddy.
The three made their way through the fog, across town and past the woods to the
banks of the Thief River. Occasionally, Mr. No Shoulders resituated his umbrella on the
top of the clay pile. The Attendant’s daddy continued to murmur to no one in particular.
A sandbar stretched twenty feet or more from the line of nearby tree roots
exposed by erosion. The Thief gurgled in the darkness, and even through the fog, the
three men could sec the metallic glint of the chain swing attached to the magnolia tree.
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We 11 need more elay than this, obviously,” announced the Wandering Jew.

i

“Can’t make a Golem with this little.”
”We don’t know if you can make a Golem at all with Yazoo clay,” said Mr. No
Shoulders. Despite not sweating, he still tanned himself with his pork pie hat.
“Now look, you got me out here too near the Thief River for my liking, in the
middle of the night,” the Attendant’s daddy declared. “My boy is at home probably

'S

thinking I’m dead or the like, and neither of you will tell me what is going on here. What
the hell are we doing, Wandering?”
“I’ve told you, we’re building a Golem,” The Wandering Jew began to spread out
the scrolls on the sand. “If you’ll go back and get some more clay, we’ll be just fine.”
Mr. No Shoulders’ toothy smile shined in the fog. He dumped the contents ot the

1

ban'ow, rolled back his sleeves, and began to knead the clay.
“It will be alright,” he said to the Attendant’s daddy.“Why don’t you take the
wheelbarrow back and get us some more clay? You leave the rest of this to us. Just for
now.
“Damnit,” the Attendant’s daddy sighed in defeat. “But I’m only still doing this
‘cause I’m curious about what bad decisions you all seem intent on making. Someone
will need to fix it later tonight. I know it.
You may be right. But, please. More clay,” said the Wandering Jew.
The Attendant’s daddy sighed again and carted the baiTow back through the pines.
The Wandering Jew clicked the switch of the fluorescent lantern he brought with them. It
shimmered on, casting bleached light across the gi-ound in front of him. The clay lost its
redness in the lantern’s glow.
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“Try not to mix too much sand with the clay. It wouldn’t be good for him,” the
Wandering Jew instructed Mr. No Shoulders.

It was near midnight when the Wandering Jew and Mr. No Shoulders ran out of clay.
They had more than they originally thought, but it was still not quite enough. The Golem
lay before them in the lantern light - six and a half feet from toe to head. Mr. No
Shoulders took great care in molding the digits on each hand, the deeply-set eyes.
“There’s no clay left. 1 can’t finish the head until he gets back with more,” Mr. No
Shoulders stood up and stretched.
The Wandering Jew didn’t respond. He stood rocking back in forth in heavy.
foreign prayer at the edge of the Thief River. His nasal incantations occasionally rose
above the trickle of water, over the sounds of cicadas grinding gear-like in the trees.
through the roar of bullfrogs and toads in the reeds.
Mr. No Shoulders stood over the Golem, assessing its face. He had eyes - dark,
sunken caverns, and nothing else. No nose, no mouth, no ears. Only eyes in the

lamplight.
“Could you pass me your umbrella, please?” asked the Wandering Jew.
Mr. No Shoulders handed it to him, then took off his pork pie hat and held it to his
chest as if mourning a death. The Wandering Jew bent over the Golem in silence for a
long time.
“1 suppose this’ll do for now,” he concluded.
“We’re not waiting for more clay?” asked Mr. No Shoulders.
“No.”
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The Wandering Jew etehed a thin mouth with the umbrella’s tip into the Golem’s
taee. The lipless, shallow line below the unborn Golem’s dark eyes resembled a
miniscule horizon - some distant, elusive place. He carved the necessary Hebrew cnwt on
its forehead and looked at Mr. No Shoulders.
“I think he’s finished," the Wandering Jew concluded.
“Really?" asked Mr. No Shoulders. “If you’d - if we’d - only wait, we could
work with a whole other barrow full of clay.”
“I don’t want to wait any longer.”
The Wandering Jew returned the umbrella, then began the final prayers. The wind
increased, and the encroaching storm erased the bright summer starlight. Soon even the

I

moon hid behind the purple, mountainous clouds. Leaves broke from their stems and fell
into the Thief River, its water sucking them under despite their weightlessness.
“Do not speak to him first. Let me talk to him. Say nothing. It’s important.
understand?" the Wandering Jew instructed finnly
Yes."

i

“Do not attempt to stop him. Whatever he tries to do. I’ll handle it. Understand?’
Yes."
Do you trust me?"
Mr. No Shoulders grinned and opened the broken umbrella.

The rain started as the Wandering Jew finished the final prayers. Fallen leaves kicked up
by the storm winds swept around the two men and stuck to the Golem’s wet, clay skin. It
showed no indications of movement.
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“Hid \(Hi Idrgct an\thing? Ho doesn't seem to be," Mr. No Shoulders searehed for
ihe riglit word as he twirled his umbrella, “workinu."
The Wandering Jew tightened his eoat against the mounting summer rain and
w'ithdrew a small pieee ol'ixdletl i^arehment iVom deep in the eoat’s breast poeket. He
bent o\'er the Golem, plaeing the paper deep into its thin mouth. He stood up as the first
bolt ol'lightning ran through the sky above them.
I'he Cjolem’s right hand imwed. Then his left. Mr. No Shoulders realized that, in
their hurry, they forgot to separate the fingers on the left hand. The Golem opened and
elosed the plate-sized appendage like a ehuv as he waggled his right lingers. The
Wandering .lew' looked in silenee at the birth.
“Give him semie room, please," he said to Mr. No Shoulders.
I'he twa) ol'them took a step haek. A wxive of thunder erupted above them, rattling
their ehcsts. The Golem slowdy bent his knees and began to sit up. He made a sound. A
deep, guttural imitation of the thunderelap w'hieh rivaled the real thing.
“It’s like he’s got a Ibundry in his eliest,” Mr. No Shoulders said, smiling,
d’he Wandering .lew looked at him, then haek at the Golem. In that moment, lor
the first time in eenturies, he wms afraid. He dug his hands into his poekets to hide their
violent shaking. The Golem rc^se olTihe gix»imd, w'obhling unsteadily. Anothei tumble
shook the men, although this time they eouldn’t tell w'here it eame Irom.
Leaves that had stuck to the Golem began to peel off in the rain. He looked down
a- to the Wandering Jew. I Ic turned unsteadily to
at the foliage falling ol'f him, then ovei
faee him. The Golem pieked a leaf off his chest w'ith his good hand and held it out to the
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Wandering Jew. Although shaking more than before, he was still able to take the leaf and
poeket it.
“fhank you," the Wandering Jew managed to say.
fhe Golem stood expressionless and silent in front of him. A small mass of his
right foot stuek to the grtuind as he took a step forward. The Golem limped one more
paee towards the Wandering Jew.
“Abba," growled the Golem.
“Yes," said the Wandering Jew.
The Golem nodded, struggling to bend his mouth upwards. Clay dripped from his
hands.
A sudden Hash blinded the Wandering Jew, followed by a deafening, explosive
resonanee. He eovered his ears and fell to his knees in front of the Golem. He waited for
his eyes to adjust to the rapid change in luminosity.
“We need to get out of here before the stonn gets much worse. All three of us.
That last lightning bolt was too close," the Wandering Jew shouted over the ringing in his
ears.
The rain began making small valleys as it ran down the Golem’s body.
“You hear me?" asked the Wandering Jew.
Mr. No Shoulders gave no response. As his sight returned to him, the Wandering
Jew saw the thinnest figure of a man lying near the Thief River. He ran over to the Mr.
No Shoulders and fell once more to his knees to get a closer look.
His hat lay smoking a few feet away from him, and his umbrella’s bare ribs had
melted and bent into strange, contorted branches. They glowed faintly in the night, as if
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molten. Mr. No Shoulder's hands were gripped tightly around the handle. The spasms in
i
the eorner ol'his mouth formed the faintest of grins.
“(3h no, oh no," said the Wandering Jew.“Oh no."
Mr. No Shoulders eontinucd to convulse on the ground.
“Please, help him,” the Wandering Jew begged.
The Golem stumbled over to the two men, each step leaving residuals of red clay
which mi.xed with the sand and beached debris.
“Abba," said the Golem.
“I’m here," said the Wandering Jew. “Help him, please. He’s your friend, too.”
The Golem reached down and slowly opened Mr. No Shoulders’ hands. He
carefully removed the umbrella, placing it off to the side. Everything he touched became
smeared with clay. He placed what was left of his dissolving hands on Mr. No Shoulders’
face, the cool earth coating his neck and face. The Golem sighed thunderously, his dark
eyes focusing on the slender man.
Mr. No Shoulders’ convulsions eased away. His lips ceased twitching, and as he
opened his eyes and saw the Golem above him, he began to smile. He turned to face the
Wandering Jew.
“Hell of a stonn. Wandering," he said.
I'he Golem tried to stand back up, but his legs sagged beneath him.
Expressionless, he fell to the earth next to the two men. He placed both hands on the
ground to steady himself, but as he tried to reach up towards the Wandering Jew, his right
ann melted off at the shoulder.
“Abba," said the Golem.
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1 111 so son \'. 1 sluHilcl ha\ c known. 1 should have known, son." said the
Wandering Jew. He knelt near the Golem and wrapped his amis around him.
1 he streams of rainwater began to wash away the emet on the Golem s

forehead.

r he Golem s rumbling left its elay frame as the carving disappeared, leaving the
Wandering Jew elutehing at the quickly dissolving fomi. He sat there fora

long time un til

he felt a hand on his shoulder. He looked up to see Mr. No Shoulders clutching both the
del'ormed umbrella and burnt hat.
C mon. Wandering, let’s go,” he said. ‘This Yazoo clay can’t support anything.
You know that.”
1 he Wandering Jew stood up with Mr. No Shoulders’ help. He wiped the clay off
abandoned
his hands on his wool eoat. He tried to gather the rolls of parchment, but soon
the soaking, ink smeared. ruined papers. As the two turned back towards the path into the
woods, they saw the Attendant standing stiffly with

baiTOW foil ofday at the tree line.

He looked siekly and pale, even through the darkness and rain.
“Was that,” he paused,“was that a Golem?”
“It was,” the Wandering Jew said. His eyes focused on the clay remnants washing
into the Thief River.
“Is it gone'. the Attendant asked.
“He is,” the Wandering Jew said as he fumbled with the wet leaf in his pocket.
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“So it’s the xvoiid's biggest rat."
“No, it’s the xvorld's most normal nutria."
We xvalked out of the room xvith the nutria and over to the earnie ushering in the
crowds towards the phony World’s Largest Rat’s eage. Cannonball xvhispeied something
to him, and the earnie xvhispeied something baek. He had this little straxv hat on like oldtimey carnies did, only he xvasn’t an old timey earnie. He xvas just a no
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it into the World’s l.argest Rat’s tent, and through the opening 1 saxx' it land in the cage.
A crowd gathered by the time I pried Cannonball off the earnie. He should have
known better. C’annonball was alxx^ays reminding people of the time he hurt his hand

awhile back and almost 1 v>st a t'mecr. It just seemed to make him matlder in a tight.
Cannonball hadn't lost a light \et. e\ en w ith the operation he alw a\s was mentioning.
1 wo rental cops rushed tow ai\ls us, and w e tv'u^k ott di^w n the Midw ay until w e
wound up at the li\estoek exhibition.
“lucking rat." saitl C annonball.
“Nutria.'' 1 said.
“1 w'as talking about the carnie.

le said, massaging his had hand.

The stockyard was like \iui'd imagine it to he. l lumid trom animal and human sweat,
Wet hay. Damp ground mn quite st^l't enough to he mud. H\ cry so

often you'd see a

colored ribbon attached io the w ooden fence w hich enclosed a prized cow' or pig or
something like that. We w alked dow n some ot'the aisles tor aw hile, stepping aiound
animal .shit and C(.)W'hoys in tight jeans w ith C'onfederate Hag belt buckles. 1 stopped at a
row of cages and w'as trying to figure mit the dilTerence between

blue ribbon and loser

chickens when 1 noticed C'annonhall w'asn't next to me anymore.
I called out tor him a couple times and w^andered aimlessly. After awhile 1 sat

on

a haystack and played with the knife Cannonball gave me a few^ months hack. 1 was tired
by that point, tired enough to give up searching and go hack home. 1 was focused
downwards on prying the dirt out iVom under my fingernails wdth the knife wdien 1 saw' a
pair of hoots in front of me. 1 looked up to see Cannonball standing with another gritty
carnival worker. 1 le looked even worse than the carnie by the World’s Largest Rat.
Describing the man w'ould just make you feel had for him.
“Our friend here, Victor with a K., says he can get us some,” Cannonball said.
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before going at it. Victor with a K, gr abbed Cannonball by the
betsveen the two.

'Hi k now these boys, Jody?”
"b, that one on the right gave me this busted lip.
rue, it was prclly busted up.

‘w kicking got a"

‘mo. I 'n, no good reason, too,

” said Jody the
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“Well, they toki me lunv scmtv they were, and how they weren’t going to be any
trouble no more. 1 hey jTrcniiised. Isn't tliat right, bo\'S

said Victor with a K. He tried for

a sly wink at me, but it w as really tib\ ious. It made me sad for some reason.
“We ha\ e to go through this gu\?" asked Cannonball.
We do, but it isn't no problem. No problem at all.

all are about to kiss and

make up. Right?" asked \hetor w ith a K.
“It’s okay w ith me," I said. It really didn't matter to me. 1 was there more because
1 owed a iavor to C'anmmball than anything else.
1 hese guys are okay,,lodv, I swear. They are just looking for some ot it. They
can pay like anyone else. They're okay, see?" said Victor with a K.
Jody the C'arnie spat on the ground ne.xt to a guy coming out of the World’s
Largest Rat’s tent. 1 le gave Jody the Carnie a look, then gave the same look to us like we
made him do it.
“Hey you," he said, but then saw' Cannonball’s fists and continued walking.
“Fuck it. fine. Give me a moment," Jody went back into the tent, then came out a
minute later and closed off the entrance. He hung a sign up on a nail by the door. It had a
drawing of a rat sleeping in a hammock with the words, “Catchiif Some Z’s!" written in
cursive over him. Jody the Carnie nodded towards an area behind the tent.
“C’mon and see Boss," he said, and we followed.

We waited outside the doublewide trailer for almost an hour. Victor with a K and Jody
the Carnie went inside to see Boss. We could hear them talking, but they made no motion
to let us in. I heard them laugh occasionally, but they weren’t nomial, friendly laughs.

.yrr:
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They

^vere laughing like they had to. We sat down in the gravel and watched the Midway

lights. Cl
innonhall said some good things, which he can do when he wants to sometimes.
hut 1 don’t

leniemher them now. I remember the lights, though. Those were good, too.

The door s\v
^put near us, then w

uiig open and tiie laughing amplified. Jody the Camie stepped out and

alkcd baek toward.s the tents like he forgot about Cannonball and me.

Victor with a K
came out and hiinied to us.
^liight. Boss said he'd see you two now. Don’t woiTy, he can be a real nice guy.
uo lie. Just stity aware, you know what I mean?”
Cannonball .squinted at Victor with K.
“He’s real nice. I promise. But stay aware, man. People like Boss, they 11 eat you
up. I mean it. Eat

you up completely. But he’s real nice. Really real nice.”

Victoi with a K smiled and waved, and I noticed he was missing his index fingei
n that hand. Not completely, though. It was cut right at the first joint, but he still fit a big
silver ring on the fat nub.
“Thanks. Much obliged,” said Cannonball.
I knocked on the trailer door, and we heard someone shuffling on the other side.
There was the sound ofsomething bubbling like soup and a faint scent of burnt oil.
Come in,” Boss said.
Cannonball opened the door and we stepped inside. The room was dark except for
the glow from two lamps at either end of the trailer, one by the doorway, and one by a
kitchenette m the back. A frayed red three-legged couch sat slanted to one side, and from
It Boss waved us in with a hammer he held.

!
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“My co\\x)rkcrs told me \ oii two boys are on the prowl tonight," Boss said. He

i

I

was thin and dead-eyed like a sewer rat, and when he smiled I noticed his two front teeth
and one canine w ere capped wath gold. Wads of tissues lay around the couch.
“You sick?" asked Cannonball.
“What?” Boss looked dowai at the spent tissues. “Oh, no, healthy as hell. But
nosebleeds come wdth the profession.”
Me tw'irled the hammer around handle-first then set it down by a Kleenex box on
the nearby TV dinner stand. He pulled a out a couple of tissues, held them over his nose,
and rose up to w alk hack towards the source of the bubbling sound in the little kitchen
area.
“You two hungry?”
We shook our heads.
“No,” Cannonball said.
“You sure? Just fried up some funnelcake. I know it ain’t exactly healthy, but we
got so much of the cake mix left over at the end of the night that we all usually end up
making at least a little,” Boss still had his back to us as he finished cooking.
He moved to the side to grab a plate off a shelf, and I could see then that he was
standing over a deep-fryer. Boss took out the cage which held the simmering cake, shook
it out, then dumped the contents onto the plate. Without looking up, he grabbed a box ot
powdered sugar to his left and sprinkled a decent amount

on the food. He licked his

fingers and turned around to face us. The lamp’s glow from the table below Boss lit up
the angles of his face. When he grinned at us he looked like some late-night TV ghoul in
black and white.
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“l^inncrlimc."
Boss smilctl like he w as loi'kiiu: tor an exeiise to show otTliis teeth.

It was almi^sl silent w hile w e lot>keJ on as Boss ate, but occasionally we could hear the
screams of passengers on a nearh\ ride. Boss grunted every so often between bites of
funnel cake and sips fnmi his Budw eiser. W’e didn't know whether to sit or stand, so we
just propped up near the doorw a\ and w aited for some indication othenvise. I kept
glancing at the hammer Boss set dow n nearbv.
“Human Pin C'ushion," s;iid Btvss.
“What?" 1 said.
“Human Pin C'ushion. It's w hat 1 am. What I do. I hammer nails into my nose, get
hit with sledgehammers w hile lying on a bed of spikes.'Boss pointed to a laige mallet
under the couch.

“StulTlike that. For aw bile they w^ere calling me Boss the Pinhead,

but 1 didn’t like it tcH> much and asked ‘em to change it."
“Do you enjoy dcung it?" asked Cannonball.
“1 do and 1 don’t. Depends on the perfonnance. If me and the audience aie into it
that night, il'my back isn’t too out of it, that .sort of thing. But yeah, Fd say, usually I
enjoy it.
Boss Finished both the funnel cake and the Budweiser, then got up and opened a
small fridge at the end of the trailer. He took out a saran-wrapped dish and another beer.
There were thick, pinkish strips of some sort of meat on the plate.
“Jesus, I’m still lucking hungry. I get like this sometimes after a show, 1
apologize. 1 turn into a fucking animal," Boss opened the door to a composite wood
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(jupboard iiKumtcd to the trailer w al l aiul took out \ ttrious bottles ol spiees and a hug of
breading. 1 he deep fryei 's oil was sti l l si/zling.
C ould you haiul me that o\ er there'.
Boss noildetl to the hammer on the stand, and 1 pieked it up tind ga\ c it to him.
I hanks

-

he said, and stin ted thwiipiiing the strips of meat w ith the hammer.

Ihis Stull is greiit. Keid hard to eome hv on the road, hut that sort ol niitkes it mote
worth it, 1 think. 1 perfeeted this seiisoning here iil'ter years ol: what do you eall it.” he
paused tenderi/ing inul stilled olTinto spiiee, “e.xperimentation. That s it.
I he thrill riders shrieketl w'ith e.xeiteinent near the trailer. I started lilting

one loot.

then the other like I often do. A nervous hiibit or something. Cantering like a luekint,
horse. Bui those tlamn bloodied tissues, you eouldn’t move anywhere

w ithout stepping on

one. Boss and his blood made you want to burn your shoes in an oil drum

,,nd serub your

skin with steel w'ool.
When Boss finished breading and seasoning the meat, he threw it in

tlie basket ol
■ w hich

the fiyei then washed hands in the kitehen sink. There was a small egg timei

he set

ticking in the eorner, then dried his hands by running them through h is hair.
1 hey told you I’d eat you up, didn’t they?”
“What?” 1 said.
“Eat you up. d hat’s what Td do,” repeated Boss. “Vietor
“I le didn’t mention anything to me about it,” I said.
“Don’t luck around with me.”
J>oss wasn’t smiling, but 1 eould still see his gold teeth.

ith a K told you

that.

ini>jhi I); l\

s aid

●●

said. "||.>
^ u as

*■ *’

soincihiiu: lo

thoiuil), I woiddn't lake it too iiersoii

;dl\ or aii\tiling."

' 'vish I eoiilil
siai iiiLial m^‘. n('t at ('aiuu)nh;,i|
^a\ \mi wciv nulit.” Ross kept '
1*111 he hil tile
Wa.s

"11 the heail u nh ih;ii one.

‘●1^'iel aeaiii e '^eept tor .siiiimeriiie.
pill C'lisliioii?

Nail on the head?
"<')li. I See,

I said.

I i
■' ‘'^^l'“-‘d at the timer'

elli me.

‘''^‘'t.ioke
iioi iiially k i lks dui ino my .shou’S-

^atchi

ng Bcs.s

/ stomach. Cannonball
whatever he cooked up matic me sick to m>

^^'asn’t I'eeli
‘ ●''g too

wringing

great, e ither. Me was
cather and looked about the same,

. “What do you
“So lot-,, get to i
it,” Ross wiped his mouth with an unused Kleenex
need 1',
loin ine'^”
“’^'‘'"'OodyorVii ctor with a K tell you?” Cannonball asked.
“Thny dap
eushion r

Iiut I’d liPe tQ

pulled out

and withd rew a

f|-Qni you two,” Boss reaehed undei a se

a la rge brown bag , its top rolled like

a SI ick

second hammer, this one more chipped and worn

luneh. Boss opened it

than the other.

not game for this bullshit. You either do or you don’t,” Cannonball said.
1
animal.

groped for the doorknob behind me. still alternating feet like some
I^oss smiled rand emptied the rest of the e

prt:r/ei

anxious
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onto (he table. Wliat we wanted was there. He started to twirl the old hammer. I noticed it
laigei than the pre\ ions one.
Alright, so how mueh would want for some': I managed to ask.
Did you ever stop to think how powerful someone’s hands can be?” Boss stood
^P- All the things you ean do with a good pair? You can build a home from the ground
np, love

a woman, sciuee/e the life out of her. It’s really amazing.
Never thought of it that way. I said.

‘I bet not. But I bet you thought the easiest way to get out of here would be to
find that doorknob behind you and turn it when I wasn’t paying attention.”
Boss took

step towards Cannonball and me. He slowed the spin of the hammer,

twisting the handle i
c in an arc, and let it thud lightly on my chest.
You’d turn that handle with your little trembling hands then lun on out, down
that Midway to find some other thrill ride.”
Boss tapped the hammer on my chest and looked from me to Cannonball. His
breathing quickened through his mouth and around his capped teeth.
”Sit down,” he said.
We did. Boss took a chair in front of us, still panting fiercely. He looked us over
and pushed aside the bags and tissues, clearing a spot on the table.
“Hold up your hands. Both of yo u.
Boss squinted as he examined them, tapping his fingers on the tabletop in quick
succession.

You,” he pointed at Cannonball with the hammer. “You got blue ribbon hands
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Boss measured out a fair amount of what we wanted onto the table. He slid it to
one side and tapped the water-stained table with his hammer.
“Alright. 1 lands down, lingers spread out in front of you.
1 began to lower my hands.
“Not you,” Boss ordered. “Him. Blue Ribbon.”
Cannonball did as Boss wanted without hesitation. He seemed to be looking
straight at Boss’s glinting gold teeth.
“This is fueking era/.y. We don’t want this. We’ll just go,” I managed to say.
“Of eoiirse you don’t want any of it. But you always got that taste for it. Why else
you come all the way out here?”
“To see the World’s Largest Rat,” Cannonball said.
1 turned to him. Boss cocked his head to one side.
“What?” Boss asked.
“The World’s Largest Rat. Truman over here told me it was a, what did you call
it?” Cannonball looked at me.“A hiewt-tree’ or something. I didn’t believe him. Looked
like a rat to me.”
“I’ll have to cheek it out for myself sometime, I guess,” Boss said, and biought
down the sharp edge oi'the claw hammer across Cannonball’s index fmgei.
Cannonball gasped then started sputtering like he’d been punched in the gut. He
didn’t scream like 1 thought he would have. Not like 1 would. Blood seeped into the pile
of powders, caking them onto the table.

L
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“Sometimes people still smoke that, with the blood in it and everything, Boss
said, wiping his elaw hammer w ith a Kleenex. “Hell, 1 probably would. It sgood stuff,
wouldn’t w'orry ttu) mueh about —“
Boss didn't finish his sentenee. C'annonball threw himself across the table,
knocking him troni his ehair and wrapping his one good hand around his neck.
Cannonball's liamls arc big like cateber's mitts, so he only needs one to strangle wtth. I
leapt up Irom the eoueh and hacked into the nearest corner.
He threw' his w eight onto his other ami with the missing fmgei, pinning
the
hand down so he eoukln’t bash him with the hammer. Blood spurted throughout
trailei and aeioss our laees. Iw'crything looked like one of those drizzly paintings you see
m museums

● 1 could still hear the bubbling of the oil, the happy screams

fiom the lops oi rides, the braying of prize animals over Boss s
I ran

chunied out

stmggle for air.

over to the table and put Cannonball’s finger in my pocket.

Let him gc\ C'annon. Let him go and let’s leave,” I said.
abbed a leftover
I’m sure he was about to let bim go, but before he could Boss gr
Cannonball’s
nail laying on the floor leftover from one of his shows and rammed it mto
arm. Cannonball gasped again, and the two rolled over one

another, slamming into the

side of the stove. The deep fryer roeked back and forth.
“Cannon, there’s a lot of blood,” I said.
“You fueker,’’ Boss rasped.
Boss tried to bite Cannonball, I could hear his capped teeth clacking. Cannonball
smashed Boss’s head against the stove with his catcher s
fell onto the carpet, burning little holes in the floor.

mitt hand, and droplets of oil

w
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“There’s ;i lot ofoil, too.” 1 said.
I eoiildn t tlo anything. 1 was usele;ss and immobile. Cannonball was lighting to
stay ali\ e ami 1

simply stoc>d there lighting the urge to piss my pants.

Boss managed to roll on top ofCannonhalh hut he did it too quiekly. The stove
'‘'eked ii final time, sloshing a good deal of the oil onto Boss's haek. He didn't gasp like
k annonhall did. 1 lis seream's piteh matehed the grinding gears ofa ride in the distanee.
('u eouldn’t tell the two apart. Cannonball .seurried baekwards aeross the rug and
llii'ough the blood and used tissues.
“^hui'i-e still hungry for it,” Bo.ss managed, writhing on the floor. “Always will
^ (HI won t he blue ribbon fbre\'er.”
( annonhall didn't say anythinu for a lone time. He just elutched his disflguied
liand and stared at Boss through the
s
e sereaming
and the pain, inhaling and e.xhaling in
L'^-'at puffs. I opened the door to the trailer and got his attention.
We slammed the door shut and made our way to an e.xit. Cannonball wrenched his
^liiit o /(u I'.is liead and tried to soak up the splashes of hot oil which spilled on him. f

fished i

'uyjaefei lor his 111 ige. ●, shuddering as I found it. ft felt like some fleshy larvae

erawling around inside my pocket, trying to find its way out. 1 handed it to Cannonball
<^ind willed my hands by patting him on the back.
“Second goddamn time I’ll have to have that thing put back on, said Cannonball,
wincing as he wrapped part of his shirt ai ●ound the finger stub. “1 dunno if they can fi.x it
twice. Hands cart only take a beating for so long.”
“ 1 hev can do wonders with the human body now. 1 said.
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, first walking, then jogging, then
Wc picketl Li|i speed through the lair grounds
sprinting past the games and rides. We ran througli the crowds, not speaking, simply
h'ying to keep paee witli one another as tlie Midway lights rushed around us in dizzying
patterns.
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All That Want

4'he man next tioor was beautiful in a way that made people uncomfortable.
“It was like he was eoneocted. Concocted. Not made under any nomial
circumstances like us," Michelle said once.
It’d be pointless trying to describe him, and it would simply do him a disservice.
He lived next door to Michelle’s boyfriend. Obviously blue collar. Skin as worn out and
tan as his almost undoubtedly results in two things - late night dreams and cancel.
Michelle s boylriend even dreamt about him once. He wasn’t embaiTassed by it, with his
neighbor looking the way he did. Eli told Michelle the morning after.
“We showered together. Or something. Water was involved, I remember that.
And steam,’’ he said, looking out the window into the neighbor’s yard.
“You luck him?’’ she asked.
“What? No, 1 don’t think so. Maybe we did. Would you be mad at me it I tucked
him?’’

“I’d be mad if you didn’t,’’ Michelle joined him at the window.
“My thoughts exactly.’’
They saw the man nearly every day. Once the two detemiined when he usually
came home, they made a habit of being in sight ot his driveway.
“He looks like he had a long day today,” Michelle said one afternoon.
“His boots are muddier than usual,” Eli replied.

J
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I lie neighbor stcj')pccl onto his porch iiiul removed his caked work boots, tossing
them in the cli
ireclion ot the couple's w indow. He walked inside for a minute and then
returned with a pack of cigarettes.
ci
“I'm going out there to say hello,” Michelle concluded,
“l^on't do that. What could he possibly have to say to us?”
es
and still Ik

a normal guy on the inside. I'm sure. And you ve lived here for two months

i^^'en t introducetl yourself Or me."

I-li ran his fingers ahmg the edge of the dining room table.
“Let's go," she said.
It was horrid outside. Ciicadas ci●ackled high in the pine trees, and the air smelled
of congealing asphalt IVom road work down the street. There hadn’t been a breeze all day,
and the backs of Hli’s and Michelle's shirts clung to their skin almost immediately,
Michelle wiped thee fog off of her glasses as iin ice cream truck passed, its music
distorting IVom the iincreasing distance. The beautiful man sat smoking a cigarette in a
collapsible canvas chair. It looked to Michelle as though he wasn’t even sweating.
“> li, we’re the neighbors from next door,” Michelle waved to him. “Well, Eli is.
I’m his girlfriend, Michelle.” She winced at her choice ot words as Eli stared at his shoes

like a child.
1 he man smiled and nodded.
I m Bradley. It’s nice to meet you two.”
”So, how long have you been here?” Eli asked.
“Oh, I dnnno,” Bradley thought for a large length of time, enough to make the
couple uneomfortable. "Probably about fi ve, six years, 1 think.
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1 Ic toi^k a (li au trom his cigarette then stamped it out in an ashtray that rested in
the cliair's mesh eup lioUler.
“If

s gootl you nu)\ etl in tltere. I'lie guys who lived there before you were strange.

A little oil, \ou know what 1 mean?”
Ui aiul Michelle didn't, hut luukled understandingly.
”1 m about to head inside, it's brutal out here, ^ou two are welcome to come in
fora bit. 1 got beer 1

just put in the fridge.''

‘‘We’d lo\ e to
. she saitl, grabbing Hli by the ami and dragging him forward.
Bradley's house

^^’as unexciting and forgettable, something which Michelle half-

expected and yet w as still surprised to see. She thought there should have been something
more to it. Instead, there
coffee tabic, aiul an

was only a black futon, a large wooden spool in place ot a

o\ ersi/cd TV which managed to dominate the living room. Michelle

thought it w'as i
as though Bradley didn't realize the limitations of his home,
‘‘Go ahead and sit

on the couch. I'll grab a chair. I only got one type of beer.

Sorry about that,” Bradley said.
‘‘That’s alright,” FJi answered.
Bnicilcy emne out witli anotlier folding canvas cliair and tliree beers. He set the
drinks on the wootlcn spool table then fell into his seat. Bradley popped the tab on his
drink and gulped nearly half of it.
“Mow’d you two meet?” Bradley asked.
Miehelle replied after sipping her heer,“We were in the same grad class a couple
years back. Been dating since then.”

I
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\ ci \ nice, l^i aillcN saul u itli no sarcasm in his voice. He seemed genuine, and
that calmed Miclicllc a bn. Hut his looks. I hcN were a lot to deal with.
“\\ hat about
"No, I'm
Michelle

>ou? Seeing an\hod\?" Michelle asked,

alraiil luu. Not Tor awhile," .said Bradley,
took another small drink and looked around the room. There was

nothing on any of the walls

no I'laintmgs, no posters, no Wcallpaper. Just slats of treated

wood. I he ilusk hglu th;it crept in ilmniith ilie windows made the room look more like a
cave than a house. Sh c lugieed that the I'V w as c●onnected to a wall outlet, but there was
no cable box tt> i iceompanv it.
Jlcy," Hradle

y said suddenIv. "^^nl two want to see something interesting.^ I

mean, I think it's i
s i nteresting, at least."
"Sure. We don’t have ianywher e to he. Right ?” Michelle said, turning to Eli.
hli shrugged.
‘Just give me one moment to find it," Bradley said as he rose
turned and

walked out the living room. The sound of his steps

from the chair. He

diminished as he went

down the hall. IMiehellc and Eli clung to their drinks and said nothing.
and another beer m
Bradley reemerged with a large book tucked under one ann
hand.
“So how much school do you have left?” has asked, clicking open the tab.
"It’s our last year. Kind of freaking out, you know?” Eli responded,
"I can imagine. That’s why I quit school as soon as
ending sort ot set me off the wrong way.”

they would let me. Things

}
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Miclicllc ii K\l lo r^iuMc ihc \\ vUimh i>t her ilrink and finished it, “What about you?
What do YOU ih> /'

Roinl pa\ine, mosiU. Hut roofinu siunetimes, too.
“Ihai souiuls exluiusimu.” said Michelle,
“l uekiipa i ieht it is. lUil
who knows h o\\

s all 1 can get right now, given how things are. And

long that w ill o\en last? Me.xieans, you know what 1 mean.^

I'li noddvd, then nolieetl Michelle out of the comer of his eye and stopped.
Michdlc rcniL-mbci cd tlic immigraiiim rallv she took liim to a month back. Her olive skin
was almost always mistaken idr iI deep tan.
“Well. I'm sure you'll be line." Miehelle said, concentrating on

the wall in front

of her.
under his ami and set
“We’ll sec
-. Bi ailley replied. 1 le pulled the large book from
it table on front of them. It

^^'a.s a ragged and gaudy photo

album with "Our Wedding”

embossed in cheap gedd foil on the front.
‘‘You were married once?” Fdi said.
“Never, Bradley looked at Miehelle. "This was the only album I could find at the
store when 1 got the pietures developed.”
“Hub,“ Hli muttered.
,and everything
A eloud passed over the sun. The room darkened even more
acquired an amber glow and was quiet.
What’s in the album?” Michelle finally asked.
Right, right,” Bradley said, as ifjust reiiiembering why he brought out the book.
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“A couple \ cars

1 got into tliis rough accident. 1 mean fucking rough. Totaled

my truck, took out a guardrail on the interstate, snapped this tree in two. Cops said they
never saw t>nc so bad. So bad a wreck, 1 mean. 1 got a little too fucked up that night,
wasn’t paying attcntiini, and \ ecred off the road. Flipped three and a halftimes, landed
upside down."
"Jesus," said Michelle.
‘AA'ah, him," l^radley was silent for a moment, trying to feel his way through the
memory. “l3on't remember the actual crash. 1 remember realizing 1 was slipping oft the
i*oad, and next thing 1 know I'm standing outside my truck, blood all over my hands and
legs, looking at what was left of it all. The paramedics told me later that I must’ve
crawled out through the shattered windshield when I was in shock.”
Bradley turned the first page of the album to show pictures ot the wreckage at
various angles. 1 le rotated the book around towards Eli and Michelle, who leaned
forward to get better views. Bradley stared at them intently.
There was the truck, upside down and resting on top of a splinted tiee stump.
There were the large, muddy divots from the truck’s path down the embankment. Glass
around the wreckage glittered from the camera flash. A police officer s boot stood near
the right top c(u*ner of one of the photographs.
"1 wasn’t fucking with you, was 1?” Bradley asked.
"It doesn’t look like it,” Eli said.
“My fricntls call me Cannonball now. After barreling down off that road,”
Bradley said. "It’s kind of funny, I guess.”

w
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Page after
P‘>ge sliow ctl ilctails of tlio accident. A deployed, deflated airbag. A
broken bottle ol'

The stick shift in two pieces. Tlie crushed frame,smashed lights,

oddly tingled rctir tires ● A gallery of disaster. And then there were the injuries,
“These r
little gross, 1 guess,” warned Bradley. “But I don’t think you two are
too stptcamish.
dike it." Miebelle said for the both of them as she braced herself.
I'irst w ere h

is eyes. Infuriatingly blue irises framed by burst blood vessels, both

staring straight at Mi● c'helle and P.li.
“A piece
Then th

glass missctl my left eye by about hall an inch,” Bradley added,
nioved on to his nose. Blood caked his nostrils, and a perfectly straight

cut dug horizontal 1

y across the bridge. Close ups of his hands showed palms glinting with

shards ol the windshield. A linger was missing from one hand. Michelle winced,
"They reattached it somehow. Sotnething missed the artery in my right wristjust
barely, too," he said. There was no grim edge in his voice. Michelle saw Bradley
relishing these past, violent 11 aws.
The next

pages illustrated a nearly unrecognizable man. Bradley appeared broken

and helpless strapped to an ambulance gurney. His hands were slicked with blood, his
gashed face and neek made him resemble some crude sketch in red crayon of a human.
Every conceivttble angle was shown. Nothing was left to the imagination.
“Who took these?” Eli asked.
“Some police officer, 1 think,” said Bradley. "I don’t remember too much.‘More
pictures.’ Tlmt’s what they said I kept telling them. 1 guess they thought I wanted it as
evidence.”
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Biadlcy lotikcd at

pailicularly bloody photograph.

1 -\ itlcncc tor w hat, though? My own dumb fucking choices? No one’s fault but
mine, tliat w as dear from tlic start."
oil rc lucky lu^ one else was hurt," Michelle added, keeping her eyes on the
pages.
1 rue, Brailles said, then sighed. “Very goddamn true."
Idi and Michelle reaehed the end of the album. Bradley took it back and began on
his own at page one. 1 le looked on like he'd never seen them before. As if they were
someone else's hurt.

“I spent two weeks in the hospital, and months in physical therapy on top of that.
Lost my job because of all the time I had to take off And now the bills just keep coming.
Most days I can t even bring myself to check the mail."
Bradley turned a page and finished his beer.
“And you know what stuck with me3 through all this? Not that I lived through it,
that would have been enough. No. I don’t have a single scar on my body. Not one.
Nothing is lelt on me from that night. If it weren’t for these, it’d be like it never
happened,’’ Bradley stopped looking at the photos and turned to Eli and Michelle.
“There’s got to he something leftover from it. You were messed up pretty bad,
Michelle said.

Bradley smiled as he got up to leave the room. The two sat motionless on the
couch, fhen Eli turned tn .Michelle. She said nothing, and thought of her scars.
Playgrimnds and hike wrecks as a child. Dancer’s feet. Rusted fences and barbed-wire on
farms. The light. She closed her eyes and felt Eli’s traces of past injury with her hands.

L
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Loose nail m ih^.
than enough to
the hall, lie sioo^j

hoanls. I ive limbs. I'hal same tight. Between them they had more
BraJlev, whose footsteps could be heard coming back down
thedoor\va\. iVighteningly, maddeningly beautiful, looking down at

the couple as thev caressed then- w ounds.

I
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riic Ri\cr riiicf

I
* Ik* 1 hict Ki\ Cl IS a l^isiard. A sluillow, cloudy, snakingwatenvay stretching
from soni^. onc-sncci low n nonli ofiiorc to another forgotten and destitute place at tlie
end ol ihe line. ITs called Ihicf hccauso it steals, nverything. Shoes and tackle boxes,
j jubciips and iiiulcrwcai. 1 i\es. c^nee it took someone's eye. Two years later, it took her
glass pn^sthelic replacement just to pro\ e it could.
T ruman sw am dow n it once. All fifty miles, end to end. He thought it might win
her back. She

told him he had no spine, f.verything else was there, she explained on his

back porch during their last night. Just no spine. Truman asked her what she thought was
there instead. She considered it lor a good minute or two and said,“A chain.
I'licn slic walked off Uk- porch and into tlie forest that bordered his backyard. She
didn’t go ihrougli the front door and down the street like anyone else would have,
Truman never figured out why. Just wialked off, like she’d rather get lost among the pines
than spend another moment with him and his chain backbone,
It’s shaped like a spine seen from the side, the Thief. Like an S that’s been
pinched at the ends and pulled somewduU straight. It’s even got that crook at what would
he the small of the hack, were it a person.
That’s what gave d’ruman the idea. He was staring at a map in the police station
while they processed the bail he posted for Cannonball. Tmman s tiiend was in since the
night before lor something slightly violent but unspecified. He saw the shape of Thief on
the district map, its curving length, and thought swimming it was what needed to be done.
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"It s ;joima lake something or\oiirs." Cannonball said in (he truck on their way
hack to 1 roman's jilacc. It u as dil Ticult understand him with his lip and tongue all
swollen uit like tlie\ n'. cie.
"^'on know that.

> luht? Strip it right otTot'your person. You won't even know it

when It happens, h' ^oamless like that."
I lion t think 'seamless' is the word \ on're search iiui for." Truman said.
"'I'es It IS. 1 hat n\ er is seamless."

I he pair split a bottle ol hourhon and rruinan watched as Cannonball smoked some of
the stuff he got \ lolenl about the ni'>
ght before, fhey didn't know what was required lot ‘t
trip like that. ITuman

o\\ ned a big red and white plastic airtight cooler which they tilled

with canned lood and bottles of water. Duet tape. Can opener. A wool blanket. Matches,
Cannonball ga\ e him a knife of his. Trunian didn't ask where he got it or what he used it
for. A knife that si
1 made simply for utility.
1 hey loaded the cooler into the truek at dawn and headed for the Thiel.
Cannonball asked if Truman talked to her at all sinee that night. Truman said he hadn’t.
and they tlidn’t say anything else until they got to the river. The two watched as the trees
lit up in the brightening dawn light. It was October then, and the leaves were just
beginning to die. When one would fall onto the windshield, Truman could occasionally
see its rib lining silhouetted against the early morning glow. It had to be at the right
angle, but when it all m atehed up - the light, the leaf, the line of vision - it was there.
The sun was starting to clear the treetops when they reached the riverbank.
Cannonball took out the cooler and strapped it to Truman’s chest with bungee cords from
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the truck hcil. Ih e\ \s ulkcil lo ilie cilec ot tlic 1 hiet. Cannonball was
still a good bit high
from earlier I \c tot>k a rinu i>lt lus index linger and tossed it into the river.
“\\ Ikh wasihat tor /** I ruman asked.
I ni L'i\ing ii stniKihing ot mine. Maybe it'll be kinder to you,” he responded as
he looketl on dow nsti earn,
re liiuli.'*
' *11 '-autious.**
* ‘'^inian look a step forward into the water and watched the clay from the riverbed
smoke aiouiul Ids teet. Siunelluiii/ splashed down ways from them. Truman threw the
keys t*or the truek to C annonball and thanked him.
you lia\ c to uikc a piss, don't piss in the ThieC Cannonball said, horrified
at even menti
idea, fhe corners of his mouth twitched.
‘nning such an
‘^Whaf

ruinan said, a 1 though he heard him clearly. He could feel the water-grit

begin to setu,. underneath bis Ibet.
ill the river when you got to go. Go on land. Don’t piss in Thief,
S‘ti<-I. (.lon't piss in
or you’ll piss ;It oir."
●'^'sus Clirist. riiaiiks for the tip.
'■'"i serious. Don’t fuck with it."
' ''^'^iitn took a few more

steps forward into the river

and turned to face him. He

couldn’t t|oi nk
juitable to say , so they just nodded at one another. Then
ol'anything
Truman 1<

‘'^‘ghed. l ie wasn

or anythin

’t sure why, but it happened. Not long, not hard, not weird-hke

loud, and then he leaned back into the cold.
iHit it was; out

]
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1 ruman tloaicd caMl\ down ilmnivih the Thiet'on the first dav. He swam a deeent
amount, alihouuh more otien than not he wouki simpK' hold on to the coolei. Tiuman
:he steered past the occasional
oidd try and mo\ e as little as iiossible. except
‘
where
lallen and rotten tree.
1 here w ere I n ellies that nieht. e\ e;n lluHi!;h il «

October. At lirsi iie tliouslit

they w ere part ot some meteor sliow er, but then he saw tiiemibr what lliey really were<y against
1 ''nnian Inul set up on the ri\ erhank about ten miles from his start
tree, trying to dr\' out in the heal of the fire. There were dozens (
the river water.
hundreds. A w'hole generation of firetlies easlinmieedle points ot light on
Just

out ol reach ahm e him.

in their dirty
ruman met the Ixiys the next day. Mid-afternoon he came upon
intr magnol'*'
uuderw'ear, swdnging into the river from a chain suspended by
the coolei
branch. 11 e sw'am onto the sand embankment nearest them
ball. One
watching their dives. Preacher’s chairs and jackknives. A pretty
water spoo

hed ott a

landed a hellytlop to impress the other boys. The crack ot skin on
nearby owd in the trees.
lie thought
. At first
They noticed Truman after a few minutes and walked ovei
from the river water.
they were tanned, but then Truman realized they were simply dirty
on the metal
as not to eiit their palms
wo ot them had their hands w'rapped up in rags so
ast blisteringswing. The other two’s hands had already calloused horn p
“What are you all doing out here?’’ Trum

an asked.

● said.
“Swimming. What are you doing?’’ tlie bcllytloppei
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1 1 is sionuich u as blotched up to look like someone frowning.
“1 leading down the rhietV' Tnunan answered. He got up and opened the cooler to
otTe-r the hi>\s something to drink. None of them took an>lhing.
“1 roni u here

he asked. The bellytlopper did most of the talking.

“l ioni end ti^ eiul.
●or a numient no tme said anything. The smallest boy shuddered. Truman smiled
a bit at his reaction, and watched as the owl came back and perched on the same tree limb
as before.
“ That ain't smart at all. Why would you do something stupid like that?” the
smallest one asked.
talk t(> adults like that often?”
“We do when they go and try something that dumb,” the bellyflopper said,
all are cuit here and seem to be doing just fine,” Truman told them.
“We got I'aith in a higher something,” said the small one.
rhey were quiet again for a time. Truman asked if they were going to pray for
him once he went on down the river. The bellyflopper studied him for a little while. He
looked at the three other hoys as if waiting for one of them to give an answer, but none

did.
“1 don’t see why not,” he concluded.
rhey went hack to diving into the water close to the riverbank. Truman lay down
on his hack and chased his eyes. There were the sounds of leaves rustling from the
branches relie\ ed of the boys’ weights as they plunged into the water below. Truman

L
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slept, aiul \\ lien he
opened his c\ os again they were gone. There was only the swing,
lollinu in tlie i i\ er w iiul.

I liose haul rains began the next morning. It was hard to breathe, the rain was coming
down
^'O tough. I ruman earried on for a few more miles until the lightning started, then
erawletl out aiul

N^atehed as stolen debris dislodged itself from clenching tree roots. The

iHingee cords hatl he
'gun to dig into his skin, and Truman massaged his raw shoulders,
l uman soon lost track of the stolen materials that passed down the river during
the first h
oiii s ol rain. Plenty of bottles and newspapers. Children’s plastic toys. A dead
tiling. Two branches snapped from trees overhead and hit the water. The rumble of
laintall drowned imy other sound,
t be lightning slowed, although not completely, and Truman slipped into the rivet
adjusted the weight of the cooler and the cords in an attempt to relieve his raw skin.
he How quickened and the rainfall was deafening. The entirety of Thief was applau
but not for him.
for <^over, and

g,

embankment
That night he hung his blanket between a few trees on an

sat shivering for hours, no sleep save a few moments,

T ruman dreamt he was on his back porch, and she was there again, returning from
the forest

near his house. The sky was a river. For a long time she walked the short

distance from the line of trees to where Truman sat. A long time coming.
“Here we are,” she said, and then he woke up painful at dawn.

On the fourth day Truman began again. The rain strengthened the cuiTents, but he
was able to steer for the first few hours. Then Truman came to the rocks. He saw them in
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liiMii I't him.

prominent and immense e\ en at a distanee. There was no way around them,

ami he eonldiTi ,-^.;ieh the shoreline in time. The first stone knoeked the strapped cooler
loose Irom 1 rnman'S ●liest. 1 le s\\ am alter it tor a time, finally managing to grab hold of
the Looloi hcKne it w as sueked under a rapid, lie hit the second stone headfirst. It jutted
I'rom

ater like a fraetured hone, aiul e\en soaked as Truman was, he could discern

his hloo(.l i i oin the w ater as it diluted into the Thief Things darkened. When he came to,
1 liman and his cooler had washed ashore at a calmer section of the river.
le hlceilmg had slow ed for the most part, but Truman vomited from the pain in
his head. W] len

rnman had emptied the half-digested food from his stomach, his body

began pushinu ^ip nmdilied ri\ er water.
'1 ^\ as night ne.xt friiman could remember. The waiter was growding, but he
eoukln t 1 nul it. He hail made his waiy into the woods suiTOunding the river, into a giove
dnppmgxviii,

. \ ibrant in its owm peculiar w'ay despite the darkness. Then Tinman

saw them. A/f( mo lilllS fl'OlU

distance, but up close, they w'ere something more out of

place.

^'-'ar one edge of the grove stood an array of industrial dumpsters
and lour ITei while The kind Truman would hide in when playing wair
kind he

’^"iloaded at the paper mill outside of town when money was
b^,t .p,

. Eidit feet long

as a child. The

bette r. Set at various

,^amc size , all the same intangible w'eight. The smell ol rancid metal.

r ust
P^'shing through the green coats of paint.
* iie one nearest rriiman still had its lid attached, and he lifted it to look inside,
1 her

al shit, but nothing else. Truman climbed
^''<-'re a few' grayed and damp papers, aninu
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insul
‘'nil sluii tlic liil. I lie rain tapped at the metal, like it wondered where Truman had
poiie, 1

e It missed him.
\\ lio's tilere

'■"niaii

rruman said.

nke up on the uroiind in the morning. He saw none ol the dumpsters, and

th
he must lia\ e w andered olTin his sleep. He eould see the Thief a little wavs off
tlir

th

e ti ees, and figured he hadn't gone as far into the woods as he fi rst imagined.

* he rains were a dull mist when Truman began the Thief on the last day. He was
\' eak I
u as I

' niii his throbbing head and all the vomiting he had done. Truman estimated he
than ten miles from the town nearwhieh the Thief emptied into a larger, tamed

^●er. 1 1^, ' oiled onto his hack and fi oated as best he could
with one ann around the neareiiipt,^

' ^'ooler. file current was still strotig from the stomi, and Truman made decent time
● 'ic' snake bit rruman on his right ami. He was still on his back when it happened

^'yes el

trying not to piss off the Thief The bite made Truman gasp so deeply that he

thi
his chest was about to collapse then and there. He slapped the water around him
(xit k c
'’‘o'Ver iiropciiy saw the snake after it vanishtX? into the river.
' ''uinan washed ashore on an eroded slope near a few fi shemien. They were
■^ittip
^
r
dr

^'ni-

^"ik

coolers, drinking beer, smoking the violent stuff Cannonball was fond of
'loan! one laugh when he fi rst saw him. Truman figured he resembled some
(el l ox er while taking a piss in the river.
^elp,” Truman said.
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1 here w as an ambulanco. aiui thcic was a hospital bed. There were doctors, and almost an
amputation. 1 here were edear liquids pumped through needles into the arm that w'asiTt
pensoned. 1 ruman w as; delirious then, and kept shouting, “1 don't need no more venom. I
don t need no more \ enoni-

1 heie was a leporter. and there was a photographer. There

'''' as( annonhall, aiul I runian remembeied him saying some nice things,
Weel

later. as I ruiuan sat on his porch alone, she drove up once more. He didn’t

^ny anything as she waalked up and sat next to him. She was silent for a time, as well, and
then

tq-i and w;liked back to

stieet.

ruman folliu\ ed her into her ear. and they drox’e through the night to the river
I le tried to talk about the things that happened before. The things he w'anted to
erase

edit or correct. She notlilexl as she stared ahead at the oncoming road.

I'hcv reae'h'd the rivur late in the evening. The two used the boys’ rusted chai
for

n

, slid on the decaying leaves down to the current’s edge. The
support as they
●eilecting the moon and the fireflies and the dim starlight. She

him again, ^
and walked into the water, disappearing with a ripple,
‘dlerel i im, ” she s aid,
stood, on the banks ot the Thiet, under the swaying ehain
^ud there d'ruman ^
svvi
e magnolia tree.
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Downstream
ri\
li u ;,s jul\, anti the state completed the dam only three months behind
-( lie;i|'»<-‘r, more et'licient electricity flowed through
the wiring and circuitry that
low

Lamplights and power lines seemed to hum at a higher frequency,

\isi
^low ed more clearly. Even the lightning bugs seemed a bit brighter.
^
vcl

I Lhji i^jvcr was gone. Iea\'ing a wide, dry, cracked gully lunningalong the

op low

‘●'ll;,Ik .V riv

Items helie\'etl gone tor years reappeared, embedded in the fractured and

^'1 Eed.( lodiiim, tools ol all kinds, trashcans filled with sediment resurfaced

■k..
‘‘J'ehcological Inul.
‘I Nveek or so alter the Thief dried, people combed the riverbed for lost
IX'I
A mass funeral was held for the rediscovered skeletons of dead fiiends and
|<.\ 'eel
Soon, lu,u'c\'er the Thief was avoided just as it had been before,
I iiinian cliove down to what had been the river. He parked, got out, and stret ched
111

111 o
sun. I le drank down the last of his beer and tossed the bottle into the truek

I^Oei
vv

■T|
'’ottlc b,-oke e.n the metal siding, and Truman swore under his breath as he

‘"k eel

the ■ rhiefs edge.
in both directions.
^

’*HV;
i;O r
\vnv

^<H)ked down the empty

^

A stooped figure made its

I'ruman from what once was upstream. The heat and humidity made the
in (he sun light and dost-

""ell,,.- ’ I 'm 111 an ca lied out-
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1 he fieuro siopixxl momentarily, looking up from the ground, then continued
tow artls him. I ruman slid down the dried emhankment and walked towards the shape. A
hree/e hrietl\ alle\ iated the summer heat. .As Truman uot nearer, he noticed the fmure
W I

as w rapped eoinpleteK in wool robes. .A gray beard reached down to his waist.
1 lelUn” I ruman said auain.
"Sorry. 1 w asn't sure von were speaking to me.” the man said, coming closer to
ruman.
Another hree/e stirred dust from the river bed around them, and he paused to

w ipe the tlirt off his clothinu. fruman looked around.
"Who else is out here other than you?” he said.
"Well, you. ob\ iouslv.” said the man.
"Hh huh,” Truman remarked.
"1 know' you from somewhere,” the old man said.
“1 don't know' about that,” Truman replied. "1 think I’d remember meeting
■Someone like ytni around town.”
"No, 1 don’t tbink we’ve met in person, bnl 1 lemembei seeing yout face m the
paper or something similar,” the man in robes smiled through his beard. "Are you
famous'.’”
“Not that I know of,” Truman hesitated. "1 almost died out here a few months
haek. People noticed that, 1 guess.”
“As they should have. It’s not every day someone
they just go ahead and do it,” the man said.
“What are you doing out here?” Truman asked.

L

almost dies out here. Usuallv
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I he old man looked up at a bird leaving a branch. He followed its flight until it
disappeared o\ er (he treetops.
“I.ea\ ing (own. It's time to move on, I think. The soil around here, it’s no good.
he said.
‘"I'ou farm?" rruman asked.
I he man said nothing, returning his gaze to the sway ot the tree limbs,
"^’ou planning on walking down all of the Thief.’” Truman said.
“Safer than swimming it. 1 imagine,” the man answered, putting his hands into his
pockets. 1 le notlded politely to Truman, stepped around him, and continued walking.
“1 ne\ er tlu^ught I'd outlast a river,” Truman said.
“Who does?” the man answered.

